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WASHINGTON: The surge in attacks by
right-wing extremists in the United States has
caught law enforcement flat-footed and call-
ing for tough new “domestic terrorism” laws.
But the tendency of attackers to act alone
with no support network and little forewarn-
ing, plus the Trump administration’s hesitance
to pursue a movement that many identify with
the president, continue to hamper prevention
efforts, experts say.

According to the New America think tank,
since the September 11, 2001 Al-Qaeda
attacks the number of deaths inside the
United States from far right extremist attacks
has outpaced those by Islamic jihadists, 109 to
104. After treating extremists like neo-Nazis,
white supremacists and anti-Semites as a sec-
ondary threat for a long time, the FBI has
stepped up its monitoring of such groups.

Yet that didn’t stop a 21-year-old Texas
man who wrote of an “invasion” of immigrants
across the Mexican border from shooting
dead 22 people, many of whom were Latinos,
in El Paso on August 3. Nor did it keep a 26-
year-old anti-Semitic truck driver from
slaughtering 11 Jews in a Pittsburgh syna-
gogue last October. Critics say President
Donald Trump, himself accused of fomenting
racism, has not firmly put his own support
behind a campaign against right-wing
extremism.

“It’s time that we dealt with this domestic
terrorism set of issues with as much energy
and commitment and resources as we’ve dealt

with the set of international terrorism issues,”
Nick Rasmussen, the former director of the
National Counterterrorism Center, told
MSNBC on Tuesday. “If we don’t have that
backing from the president, if the president
doesn’t grab onto this and actually show some
leadership on it, it’s hard to imagine we are
going to make some progress.”

Hundreds of probes 
Since the 9/11 attacks, US counter-terror-

ism investigators have been laser-focused on
jihadists like Al-Qaeda and the Islamic State
group (IS).  With a surge in domestic mass
shootings unrelated to extremist Islam, FBI
Director Christopher Wray insisted in July
that they were now putting significant
resources into domestic terror threats. With
some 850 “domestic terrorism” investigations
currently open, Wray said that so far this year
around 100 people have been arrested in
relation to political extremism.

The majority of those cases, he said, are
“what you might call white supremacist vio-
lence.” But success has been impeded by both
US laws and the nature of the attackers and
their ideology. None of attackers in the recent
mass shootings were on the FBI’s radar. The
agency was not aware of the El Paso shooter,
who published a racist screed upon his attack.
Nor did they know about the 19-year-old man
who subscribed to white supremacist ideals
and killed one person in Gilroy, California in
an attempted mass attack on July 28.

Evasive ‘lone wolves’ 
By contrast, the FBI was able to arrest

nearly 200 potential jihadists over the past
decade because they sought affinity online or
by other means with IS or other jihadist
groups, which investigators monitor closely.
FBI assistant director Michael McGarrity told
Congress that it is extremely hard to detect
people who self-radicalize online and are not
connected to any organization. “The current
racially motivated violent extremist threat is
decentralized and primarily characterized by
lone actors,” he said in a May hearing.

Experts also say it is impossible to monitor
potentially hundreds of thousands of people
legally expressing extremist views online. And
given the open US market for guns, a potential
white supremacist attacker can easily arm
himself without attracting attention.
“Frequently, these individuals act without a
clear group affiliation or guidance, making
them challenging to identify, investigate, and
disrupt,” said McGarrity.

Freedom of speech
The FBI is also hamstrung by the US con-

stitution, which guarantees free speech and
guards against unreasonable searches. Post-
9/11 laws gave authorities sweeping powers to
monitor any international communications
between a US individual and someone linked
to a designated terror group like IS. But they
don’t have that power to monitor an American
discussing extreme ideas domestically. Those

discussions are considered free speech and
the FBI cannot open a probe without evidence
of a violent plot developing.

“Our focus is on the violence,” Wray told
Congress last month. “We, the FBI, don’t
investigate ideology, no matter how repug-

nant. When it turns to violence, we’re all over
it.” For that reason the FBI and some politi-
cians are calling for Congress to legislate a
specific federal crime of domestic terrorism
that would expand law enforcement’s ability
to get ahead of attacks. — AFP
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ROME: The Italian Senate yesterday rejected a motion
by one of the ruling coalition parties, the 5-Star
Movement, to block an alpine rail link with France,
paving the way for the long-contested project to con-
tinue. The planned line, meant to connect the Italian
city of Turin with Lyon in France, includes a 58-km tun-
nel through the Alps. It is fiercely opposed by 5-Star
but supported by its coalition partner, the right-wing
League, and by most other parties in parliament. 

The upper house of parliament rejected the 5-Star’s
motion by 181 votes to 110. The 5-Star Movement is the
largest party in parliament but it was outvoted by the
combined forces of the League and opposition parties
from the left and right. A subsequent motion by the
opposition Democratic Party, in favor of the TAV, was
passed by 180 votes to 109.

Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte said last month that
new financial offers from the European Union and
France had made the infrastructure, known as the TAV,
less costly for Italy, and it would now cost more to
block it than to complete it. Italy then wrote to the
European Union pledging to go ahead with it, accord-
ing to the European Parliament president David Sassoli.
The TAV, which has been repeatedly held up by
protests and bottlenecks since it was first planned some
30 years ago, is among a raft of issues that have divid-
ed the League and 5-Star in recent months, as the two
parties have squabbled incessantly.

5-Star says tunneling through the Alps hurts the
environment and the project is a waste of money that
would be better spent on upgrading Italy’s existing
transport network. The League says it will create jobs
and promote growth, and shifting freight from road to
rail is environmentally friendly. League leader Matteo
Salvini said on Tuesday that tensions with 5-Star meant
the government could soon collapse, and the parlia-
mentary debate ahead of the Senate vote exposed the
growing gulf between the two parties. — Reuters
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TEXAS: People pray and pay their respects at the makeshift memorial for victims of
the shooting that left a total of 22 people dead at the Cielo Vista Mall WalMart
(background) in El Paso, Texas. — AFP 

UNAIDS to get new 
chief after divisive 
Sidibe era 
GENEVA: AIDS experts have voiced concern over the
future of the United Nations body tasked with fighting the
epidemic after top officials stood behind a former agency
chief accused of serious mismanagement. Opinions on the
former executive director of UNAIDS, the Malian national
Michel Sidibe, remain deeply divided.

An Independent Expert Panel (IEP) report commis-
sioned by UNAIDS’s governing body said he “created a
patriarchal culture tolerating harassment and abuse of
authority”. The agency’s culture under Sidibe also failed
“to uphold the United Nations’ laws and values”, the IEP
said. But UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres, who is
due to choose a new UNAIDS chief within weeks, has
continued to praise Sidibe.

Sidibe, who was born in 1952, left UNAIDS in May after
a decade-long tenure to become Mali’s health minister.
After Sidibe resigned, Guterres applauded his “dedication
and championing of an AIDS response that is people-cen-
tred and anchored in human rights”. “It is rather unfortu-
nate that the secretary general himself, despite all these
problems we have found, would still go ahead and praise
(Sidibe),” said Penninah Iutung, the Africa bureau chief for
the AIDS Healthcare Foundation, one of the world’s largest
HIV/AIDS organizations.

“Culture change is very difficult,” Iutung told AFP,
adding that UNAIDS reform will require leadership that
does not equivocate about the past. In an email to AFP,
Sidibe did not criticize the IEP report, saying only: “The
report was duly considered by the UNAIDS Program
Coordination Board (PCB) together with the UNAIDS
Management Response and the PCB has decided on
actions it deemed appropriate and relevant.”

A good leader ‘indeed’
The IEP report was submitted in December after sever-

al managerial issues emerged at UNAIDS. Sidibe had been
reprimanded for mishandling a sexual assault investigation
involving one of his top deputies. He was also heard

fiercely criticizing whistleblowers in a leaked recording of
a staff meeting. The IEP’s research showed reluctance
among staff to report abuse because they believed nothing
would be done. 

The report included a submission that described
UNAIDS “as a predators’ prey ground”. “You can use
promises of jobs, contracts, and all sorts of opportunities
and abuse your power to get whatever you want especially
in terms of sexual favors,” the testimony said. Instead of
facing consequences, alleged wrongdoers were “moved
aside, promoted or given extended administrative leave”.

The “failure of (UNAIDS) leadership to meet its
responsibilities is reflected in repeated examples of
favoritism, preferment, and ethical blindness”, the IEP said.
Sidibe himself “accepted no responsibility,” for the
agency’s problems, it added. Despite these findings,
UNAIDS’s acting executive director Gunilla Carlsson has
publicly backed him. Asked by AFP last month if Sidibe
had been a good executive director, Carlsson said “yes,
indeed,” citing “a lot of good progress in the AIDS
response over the last 10 years”.

‘Rules were followed’ 
Internal UNAIDS contracts given to AFP show that

Sidibe’s wife, Christine Sidibe, was hired in 2015 by the
agency’s Djibouti country office to assist with resource
mobilization. The documents show the initial contract was
for 15 working days. UNAIDS, which confirmed the authen-
ticity of the documents, said it was valued at $14,000. The
contract also fell below the threshold that required approval

by a “financial or administrative authority”, the documents
show. UNAIDS stressed that Christine Sidibe had the requi-
site experience for the role. The contract was “approved at
the regional level and the former executive director was not
involved in the contracting or the work carried out”, the
agency said. “The applicable rules were followed.”  In an
email, Christine Sidibe told AFP she had “intensive experi-
ence working in HIV/AIDS issues,” including 13 years at the
World Health Organization.

After retiring from WHO, she consulted for several
major organisations, she added. “The Executive Director
of UNAIDS was not involved or aware of this (UNAIDS)
work until I accepted the offer,” she said. The IEP never-
theless found that under Sidibe “every aspect of human
resources-related decision-making (was) subject to the
Executive Director’s authority and discretion”. IEP mem-
bers declined to answer follow-up questions from AFP,
including concerning Christine Sidibe’s contract.

Paula Donovan of the Code Blue Campaign, which has
been at the forefront of exposing alleged abuses at
UNAIDS, told AFP that “from an ethical viewpoint”
Christine Sidibe’s contract should have been subject to
oversight at the headquarters. If the executive director’s
wife getting a contract that “skidded in just below the level
requiring vetting... is not firmly against the rules, then the
rules must be changed,” added Donovan, co-director of
the NGO AIDS-Free World.

AFP has also received internal UNAIDS emails that
show staff discussing funeral arrangements for Sidibe’s
mother Jeanne, who died in 2017. The emails also indicate
that several UNAIDS employees flew to Mali’s capital
Bamako for the funeral. There is no evidence of agency
funds being spent on the funeral. Those who travelled to
Mali did so on their “own time and personal expense,” the
agency said. Emails among staff about the funeral were
necessary because there was a need for “security meas-
ures to be put in place”, it added. The IEP found that
Sidibe fostered a “cult of personality” around himself,
where personal loyalty was prioritized. 

Donovan argued that there was “probably no better
evidence” of this personality cult than the fact that staff
participated in funeral logistics over work email with no
apparent objections. Responding to AFP’s questions about
the Djibouti contract and his mother’s funeral, Sidibe said:
“I can assure you that all the actions described by you
were taken in accordance with the applicable regulatory
framework and approved at the relevant level.” — AFP

Biden ties Trump’s 
‘toxic tongue’ to 
US shootings 
LOS ANGELES: Democratic presidential front-runner Joe
Biden yesterday accused Republican President Donald
Trump of fueling the white supremacy blamed for several
US mass shootings, as Trump prepared to visit two cities
hit by massacres last weekend. “In both clear language and
in code, this president has fanned the flames of white
supremacy in this nation,” former Vice President Biden
was expected to say in a speech in Burlington, Iowa,
according to excerpts released in advance. 

One of his rivals for the Democratic presidential
nomination, US Senator Cory Booker, was planning to
give his own speech on white nationalism and gun vio-
lence at the historically black South Carolina church
where white supremacist Dylann Roof shot and killed
nine people in 2015.

“These acts of hatred do not happen in a vacuum,”
Booker was expected to say at Emanuel African Methodist
Episcopal Church in Charleston, according to his prepared
remarks. “They are harvested only once they have been
planted.” The speeches come amid intensifying criticism of
what many say is incendiary rhetoric by Trump following
back-to-back mass shootings this past weekend. The
president, who has insisted he is not a racist, said
Americans must “condemn racism, bigotry and white
supremacy” in a speech to the nation on Monday.

On Saturday, a gunman killed 22 people in El Paso, a
Texas city on the border with Mexico. Law enforcement
agencies say he was driven by hatred for Hispanics, citing
an online manifesto apparently written by the shooter that
was rife with anti-immigrant hatred. In the second mass
shooting 13 hours later, a gunman in Dayton, Ohio, fatally
shot nine people, including his sister, before he was killed
by police. Trump’s rhetoric, including calling Central

Americans trying to enter the United States “an invasion,”
and his hard-line immigration policies have exposed him to
condemnation since the El Paso shooting.

“How far is it from Trump’s saying this ‘is an invasion’ to
the shooter in El Paso declaring ‘his attack is a response to
the Hispanic invasion of Texas?’ Not far at all,” Biden was
expected to say. Trump aides deny his rhetoric was a
cause of the shootings. In his national address, the presi-
dent proposed reforming mental health laws, working with
social media to detect possible mass shooters and keeping
guns away from people considered potentially violent. But
he stopped short of calling for major gun law reforms.

He plans to visit El Paso and Dayton. Biden and Booker
are among 24 candidates trying to become the nominee to
take on Trump in next November’s election. Most of the
Democrats have called for stricter gun laws, including uni-
versal background checks for purchases and banning

assault-style weapons; Booker has also proposed requir-
ing licenses to own firearms.

Biden was expected to invoke the rhetoric of previous
Republican and Democratic presidents, including
Republican George W Bush and Democrat Bill Clinton,
who he said “opposed hate”. In Iowa, Biden planned to
say, “we have a president who has aligned himself with the
darkest forces in the nation. We have a president with a
toxic tongue who has publicly and unapologetically
embraced a political strategy of hate, racism, and division.”

In his prepared remarks, Booker rejected the debate
over whether Trump is a racist, saying that what really
matters is how people intend to address the problem. “If
the answer to the question, ‘Do racism and white suprema-
cy exist?’ is yes, then the real question isn’t who is or isn’t
a racist - but who is and isn’t doing something about it,” he
planned to say. — Reuters
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‘Violent’ explosion 
rocks Danish office
STOCKHOLM: Danish police said yesterday foul play was
involved in a powerful explosion that rocked the national
tax agency in Copenhagen, causing severe damage to the
building’s exterior but no serious injuries. The cause of the
blast, which occurred Tuesday around 10:00 pm at the
agency’s headquarters in the capital’s Osterbro district,
was not immediately known, Copenhagen police said.

But investigators were treating the incident as a crimi-
nal act. “It’s something someone has done on purpose,”
Copenhagen police inspector Jorgen Bergen Skov, told a
press briefing yesterday, adding that it was too early to
say what the motive could have been. Investigators and
bomb sniffer dogs were at the scene yesterday, police said.

The blast had smashed windows and torn apart the
front of the building. One person was hit by flying frag-
ments and sought treatment at a hospital. Two people were
inside the agency at the time of the explosion but escaped
injury, a police spokeswoman told AFP, adding that
employees have been asked to work from home yesterday.
Denmark’s Prime Minister Mette Frederiksen has
described the incident as a “deliberate act”, but said it was
too early to speak of a “terror attack”.

“We are talking about a serious crime and a very vio-
lent explosion, so it is a wonder no one was seriously
injured,” Frederiksen told reporters. Danish Tax Minister
Morten Bodskov told the Ritzau news agency it was “pret-
ty obvious the facade has been blown up” deliberately,
calling it a “totally unacceptable act”. “Copenhagen police
are conducting an investigation, but if anyone knows any-
thing they should come forward,” he said. — AFP 

DETROIT: Democratic presidential candidate and former Vice President Joe Biden takes a photo with a guest at
Detroit One Coney Island Restaurant in Detroit, Michigan. — AFP 


